SELLING A SICK FUTURE

How to counter harmful commercial marketing towards children and young people across risk factors for noncommunicable diseases
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## KEY DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Breastmilk substitutes (BMS)</strong></th>
<th>Any food being marketed or otherwise presented as a partial or total replacement for breast milk, whether suitable or not for that purpose (1), including commercial milk formula.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child-specific environments</strong></td>
<td>Physical and digital/online environments in which children are the dominant demographic, such as schools and off-campus school events, playgrounds, youth sporting events, children’s television networks, children’s games and apps, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial determinants of health</strong></td>
<td>The systemic and individual practices through which commercial actors in the private sector affect health, directly or indirectly (2) (3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial marketing</strong></td>
<td>A set of practices carried out by a commercial enterprise to promote the sale of products or services, or influence others to act in ways that maximise benefit to the enterprise (2) (4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diet-related NCDs</strong></td>
<td>NCDs for which unhealthy diets are a known key driver, such as type 2 diabetes, heart disease and stroke, and some cancers (5) (6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital marketing</strong></td>
<td>“Promotional activity delivered through a digital medium that seeks to maximise impact through creative and/or analytical methods” (7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High in fat, sugar or salt (HFSS) foods and beverages</strong></td>
<td>Foods and non-alcoholic beverages that are high in saturated fat, free sugars, and/or sodium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noncommunicable diseases (NCDs)</strong></td>
<td>NCDs are chronic conditions, including cancers, heart disease and stroke, chronic respiratory diseases, diabetes, mental health and neurological conditions, that are the leading cause of death and disability worldwide, accounting for 74% of all deaths. NCDs have a disproportionate impact on people living in low- and middle-income countries and are both a cause and consequence of poverty (8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NCD risk factors</strong></td>
<td>80% of NCDs are estimated to be preventable, driven by modifyable risk factors including tobacco use, unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, harmful use of alcohol, and air pollution (9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online behavioural advertising (OBA)</strong></td>
<td>A tactic where advertisers learn the mood of the user at a given time from behaviour patterns and direct adverts towards the user when they are more likely to spend money (10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-regulation</strong></td>
<td>A governance regime in which non-government parties monitor their own adherence to regulatory standards or legal guidelines,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ultra-processed foods</strong></td>
<td>Food and drink products with five or more ingredients, typically including additives not found in other classifications of food, such as dyes and other colours, colour stabilisers, flavours, flavour enhancers, non-sugar sweeteners, and processing aids. Ultra-processed foods typically have sophisticated and attractive packaging, aggressive marketing to children and adolescents, health claims, and high profitability (11).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unhealthy commodity industry</strong></td>
<td>An industry whose primary product is considered an unhealthy commodity (i.e., one that causes significant health damage). Some definitions include only tobacco, alcohol and ultra-processed foods, whereas others include BMS, gambling, palm oil, fossil fuel, automobile, and mining industries (2).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Unregulated commercial marketing threatens the health and well-being of our societies by altering environments and encouraging the consumption of unhealthy products associated with prevalent noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) – including ultra-processed and/or high in fat, sugar or salt (HFSS) foods, alcohol and tobacco products, breastmilk substitutes (BMS) and gambling services. Children and young people’s physical and mental health and well-being is affected immediately and over the course of their lives through habit formation and lasting harm, threatening the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Globally, NCD prevalence is rising among children and young people, requiring much stronger and more comprehensive policy action to combat the targeting and exposure of these population groups to the harmful commercial marketing of NCD risk factors. National policymakers have an obligation to guarantee children and young people’s human rights to health, accurate information, privacy and data protection, and freedom from exploitation, as codified in the United Nations (UN) Declaration of Human Rights, UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, and other international treaties and conventions.

Commercial entities spend billions of dollars annually to target children and young people with marketing for unhealthy products and services, including in child-specific environments like schools, youth sports teams, and through youth-oriented apps, games and websites. Children and young people are also exposed to harmful marketing outside of child-specific environments, in their general environment. Across industries and platforms, marketers use sophisticated tactics and strategies to appeal to children specifically, enticing them to purchase, consume or use products for life.

There has been an enduring and dangerous marriage between child psychology and marketing theory to target children as consumers, using tactics designed to target children from a young age and keep them hooked as users for life. It is well evidenced that unhealthy commodity industries prey on low-income and minority children across geographies, and specifically target populations in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), through aggressive marketing that exploits existing vulnerabilities.

National policymakers face significant barriers to developing, implementing and enforcing marketing regulations to combat these tactics, despite the known inadequacy of industry self-regulation. Policymakers report a lack of useful data to understand and describe the problem and therefore design adequate solutions, with a concurrent lack of political support, public awareness and buy-in on the importance of the issue.

‘We need to ... hold companies accountable for messages they are sending to young people.’
– Girl, age 16, Vietnam
The complexity and global nature of digital media is another major barrier to effective regulation. Design and implementation problems have sometimes plagued policy initiatives and limited their effectiveness, with learning further hampered by the insufficient resourcing of monitoring and enforcement of compliance, and lack of involvement of civil society, children and youth themselves, and other relevant stakeholders.

Moreover, government efforts to enact more effective regulation have been hindered by industry action, such as blocking or delaying regulatory attempts as well as shaping regulation to their benefit. Across industries, marketers use a common playbook to counter regulation and prevent restrictions that would constrain their commercial activities – and their profits. Companies influence and undermine regulation through highly effective lobbying and flooding consultations, and by promoting industry-favourable and weak legislation. Industry players also instil doubt about the severity of the problem in the public and policymakers and argue in favour of individual choice and ‘consumer rights’ to counter efforts to enact statutory protections. Publicly and privately with lawmakers, industries promote vague or voluntary commitments to reduce the strength of regulation. When policymakers do act, marketers shift their practices to evade regulation, moving towards technologies or platforms that receive less scrutiny.

This policy report focuses on harmful commercial marketing to children and young people, as a vulnerable population in need of special protection that all national governments should prioritise within a larger programme of regulating harmful commercial marketing for population health and to protect human rights. We identify seven policy design elements that, used comprehensively, can help create strong protections against harmful commercial marketing: regulating on 1) product, 2) content, 3) age, 4) environment, 5) power, 6) exposure, and 7) technique. This typology was developed through analysis of case studies to understand how existing regulation both succeeds and fails at curbing harmful commercial marketing.

To ensure the widest positive impact, it is critical for policymakers to look at a package of policies targeting all these elements holistically, ideally in ways that are aligned transnationally, with strict attention to conflicts of interest. All new or updated regulations should be written using specific but technology-neutral language; use opt-in protocols for data collection; allocate sufficient funding for robust monitoring and enforcement; and consider the experiences and views of children and young people.

Call to action
Commercial marketing threatens human rights and is a major factor behind the global rise of NCDs – which cause 41 million deaths annually (74% of global mortality), with rising rates among children and young people in countries of all resource levels. In this policy report, we call on national policymakers to urgently enact comprehensive, robust regulation to protect children and young people from being targeted by and exposed to harmful commercial marketing, ideally extending to banning all forms of marketing of unhealthy products that can reach these groups, including in and outside of child-specific environments.

Policymakers, alongside civil society stakeholders, experts and advocates from diverse sectors, parents, and children and young people themselves should use every opportunity to speak out against harmful marketing and institute strong mechanisms of monitoring, enforcement and accountability, including by adopting strong conflict of interest policies to prevent commercial interests from interfering with policy action. When possible, national policymakers should collaborate at regional and international levels to address the transnational aspects of harmful commercial marketing.

This policy report makes 10 recommendations for national policymakers to counter harmful commercial marketing across NCD risk factors for children and young people. The recommendations have been developed to help implement the report’s call to action.
Recommendations for national policymakers

1. Promote mandatory marketing regulation over self-regulation and voluntary industry commitments, as the latter are ineffective and counterproductive.

2. Support comprehensive approaches to marketing regulation that cover the widest possible scope of ages, environments, channels, techniques, products and industries, as these are the most effective in reducing harm and protecting rights, especially when complemented with other supportive policies, such as front-of-package labelling laws based on government-led nutrient profiles; content, spending and benefits disclosure obligations by industries and advertising platforms; and certifications specifying that no benefits were received for depiction of unhealthy brands in media.

3. Ensure environments in and around schools, as well as at off-campus school events, are given special protection in marketing regulations given that school environments constitute a major source of exposure for children and young people, and that these regulations are potentially well-accepted by policymakers and the public and are feasible to implement even in low-resource settings.

4. Craft regulations to address the ‘power’ of marketing (i.e., the creative and convincing tactics that target children and young people), as this aspect of marketing is currently under-regulated.

5. Use specific definitions, technology-neutral language, and opt-in protocols for data collection to ensure regulations are not easily avoided and to reduce the need for legislative updates when new technologies emerge.

6. Plan for regular policy reviews and embedded evaluations, as companies manoeuvre quickly to overcome regulations, reformulate products, and evade attempts to control their activity.

7. Allocate sufficient funds to implement robust monitoring, evaluation and enforcement of policies and regulations, by means that may include promoting citizen participation in denouncing non-compliance via public education campaigns; directly engaging with academia, civil society and youth groups in monitoring and evaluation; designating or establishing a government body devoted to enforcement; and imposing financial penalties on violators and making reported violations public.

8. Mobilise the strong existing scientific evidence on marketing harms, and support research to build on the evidence base where it is lacking, to convince fellow policymakers, decision-makers, and other stakeholders, including media and the general public, that commercial marketing is a significant health and human rights issue.

9. Include children and young people in policymaking processes through meaningful and inclusive engagement, as is their right, by raising their awareness about harmful marketing and bringing in their perspectives via consultations, surveys, direct involvement in committees or bodies set up to address marketing, or other appropriate means.

10. Keep unhealthy commodity industries out of policy consultations, prohibiting them from also using lobbies or front groups to influence public policy by using robust conflict of interest and disclosure policies and developing and implementing transparency mechanisms around industry relations with government officials.
INTRODUCTION

Commercial marketing, defined as a set of practices carried out by a commercial enterprise to promote the sale of products or services, or influence others to act in ways that maximise benefit to the enterprise, threatens the health and well-being of societies by encouraging the consumption of unhealthy products, and often exploits vulnerabilities by targeting children and young people. Commercial marketing is a significant commercial determinant of health as it contributes to noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) by advertising and glamorising unhealthy products associated with common NCD risk factors – including ultra-processed and/or high in fat, sugar or salt (HFSS) foods, alcohol and tobacco products, breastmilk substitutes (BMS) and gambling (2).

The marketing of these unhealthy products and services affects children and young people immediately through direct exposure and over the course of their lifetimes through harmful habit formation that has a lasting impact on health and well-being. Moreover, NCD prevalence is rising among children and young people in both high- and low-income countries (12), showing the need for urgent policy action to protect the health and well-being of present and future generations. The 2020 WHO-UNICEF-Lancet Commission characterised harmful commercial marketing as a ‘grossly underappreciated risk’ to children’s health and well-being (up to 18 years) (13), a statement that also holds for young people (defined here as aged 18-30 years).

Commercial marketing of NCD risk factors to children and young people threatens their human rights to health, accurate information, privacy and freedom from exploitation, as codified in the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights of the Child (14), UN Declaration of Human Rights (15), and other international treaties and conventions (Panel 1). Children and young people also have rights enshrined in national constitutions and legislation. These codified human rights make it a legal obligation, not merely a social responsibility, for policymakers to protect children and young people from harmful commercial marketing.

Panel 1. Human rights and commercial marketing of NCD risk factors

Marketing of unhealthy products associated with NCD risk factors are significant threats to the fulfilment of human rights, including the right to a high standard of health and well-being, to adequate and nutritious food and to accurate knowledge about nutrition, health, and food, as well as rights to privacy and freedom from economic exploitation (UN Declaration on Human Rights (15), UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (14)). There is a growing consensus that marketing can give rise to violations of multiple human rights, and notably children’s rights (16) (17) (18) (19) (20).

Potential rights violations vary depending on the product being marketed and the population group being targeted or exposed. Across categories, marketing frequently and disproportionately targets certain racial, ethnic and socioeconomic groups, despite the call for attention to this issue by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right of Everyone to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health (21).

Under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and elaborated on in the authoritative interpretations known as General Comments (GCs), children enjoy the same rights as all people, as well as additional protection, including restricted access to alcohol and drugs and regulation of advertising (GC4, GC15, GC16), the right to regulated media (GC7), the right to participate in digital media, the right to protection of their health and privacy (GC20), the right to protection from economic exploitation (GC3, GC16, GC20), the specific right to regulation of marketing of fast foods (GC15), and the right to be free from negative stereotypes about adolescence (GC20) – all of which are potentially violated by different types of commercial marketing. The CRC also requires that policy decisions consider the best interest of the child, meaning that the rights of other actors (such as businesses) must be weighed against children’s rights in all decisions that affect them. Further, several international frameworks including the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and UN Guiding Principles on Businesses and Human Rights (2011) outline obligations to prevent the economic exploitation of children.

As duty bearers, governments have an affirmative responsibility to protect and fulfil human rights, including by adopting and implementing policies that protect children and young people from the harmful effects of commercial marketing.
National policymakers and their allies in international institutions, civil society organisations and academia are taking increasing action to counter the threat posed to children and young people by harmful commercial marketing. National efforts to regulate marketing of unhealthy products to children and young people, and the general public, are buttressed by the 2003 World Health Organization (WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) (22), 1981 WHO International Code of Marketing of Breastmilk Substitutes (1), 2018 WHO SAFER technical package on alcohol (23), 2022 WHO Global Strategy for Food Safety (24), Appendix 3 of WHO Global NCD Action Plan 2013-2030 (25) (also known as the NCD ‘best buys’ and other recommended interventions) (updated in 2023), 2023 WHO guideline on policies to protect children from the harmful impact of food marketing (26), 2023 WHO/UNICEF implementation toolkit on this guideline (27), 2023 WHO Set of Recommendations on the marketing of foods and non-alcoholic beverages to children (28), and 2023 WHO/UNICEF Policy Brief on Protecting Children from the Harmful Impact of Food Marketing (29), among other guidance.

However, there is a general lack of understanding of best practices in regulation, particularly given the rapidly changing marketing and technological landscape. The rise of digital marketing on social media and contextual advertising has resulted in marketing policies that are outdated, inadequate or inflexible (30) (13), requiring critical analysis and renewed policy strategies. Despite increasing awareness, national policymakers claim there is a general lack of know-how when it comes to regulating the evolving digital space (31), which demands new approaches to policy.

This policy report aims to bolster calls to regulate harmful commercial marketing to protect children and young people globally by collating knowledge and experience across different NCD risk factors, commercial industries, and geographies. By making the case for comprehensive marketing policies across a variety of unhealthy products, the report strives to cover all marketing to which children and young people can be exposed, and particularly marketing that targets children and young people in and outside of child- and youth-specific spaces. We first define the policy issue by laying out the specific harms caused to children and young people by harmful commercial marketing, the ways in which marketers target these audiences, and how marketers counter attempts at regulation. Next, we examine barriers to enacting regulation, including how companies use a common playbook to prevent, weaken and block legislation. Finally, we present potential solutions, drawing lessons and identifying gaps in the development of policies to regulate harmful commercial marketing across NCD risk factors, including key recommendations that are applicable across countries and industries.

Many countries have general laws on marketing and commercial practices applicable to people of all ages, including consumer protection laws, media laws, data protection and privacy laws, digital platform laws and some marketing-specific laws. While occasionally mentioning these, this policy report focuses on regulation specific to children and young people, or specific to the industries in focus.
Methodology

This policy report is informed by evidence and data from existing literature and publications, as well as input and guidance from an expert Advisory Group and two focus group discussions with a total of 15 children and young people aged 13-30 years, including people who self-identify as living with NCDs (Annex 1).

The literature review performed for this report synthesised information about the nature and exposure of commercial marketing to children and young people and the associated health risk of NCDs over the life course. The review also analysed existing regulations aiming to reduce the effects of harmful commercial marketing on children and adolescents across country and industry contexts, with further analysis of potentially effective policy solutions through case studies. The review was initially guided by previous work to prepare an Expert Meeting on Harmful Commercial Marketing to Children co-organised by WHO, UNICEF, the UN Human Rights Office (OHCHR) and Children in All Policies 2030 (CAP-2030) in December 2021, which directed the initial literature review to relevant reports, academic papers, news articles, civil society publications, country-specific legislation, and commentary. These sources were published prior to October 2021 and focused primarily on literature published between 2010 and 2019. A snowballing technique was used to identify further sources to update or fill gaps in what was previously collected.

Next, a tailored search was undertaken using PubMed and Google Scholar, and by reviewing reputable organisations' websites and news outlets. The following search terms were used in various combinations: [marketing OR advertising OR commercial OR broadcast OR digital OR media] AND [children OR child OR young OR youth OR kid] AND [harm OR exploit OR right OR health] AND [NCD OR noncommunicable OR disease]. Further detail was sought on the relationship between commercial marketing to children and NCDs, country-specific marketing legislation, international law or guidelines on marketing to children, examples of major companies’ marketing techniques to children, and legal cases involving companies’ marketing practices. Across the literature review, the approximate time frame was 2000-2023.

Following completion of the initial literature review, findings were shared with the Advisory Group for comments and suggestions on scope, case studies, and emerging recommendations. The focus group discussions provided input on scope, suggestions on solutions to the problem, and locally observed examples of harmful commercial marketing. The policy report was drafted using inputs from both the Advisory Group and focus group discussions, alongside the literature review. Written commentary from those who could not attend the Advisory Group meetings or focus group discussions were combined and analysed with verbal feedback. Drafts were reviewed with the Advisory Group and focus group participants, as well as by stakeholders at NCD Alliance, the Peer Learning Advocacy Network (PLAN) on Prevention and CAP-2030. All comments were analysed in relation to the objective of the policy report, examined for consistency across inputs and finalised with the input of the Advisory Group and focus group participants.

Although it was beyond the scope of this policy report to conduct a systematic review of national regulation on harmful commercial marketing to children and young people, between the literature review and focus group discussions, we reviewed examples of regulations and marketing practices from over 50 countries. The regions most represented in the literature review were Europe and the Americas, with lesser but some representation from the African, South-East Asian, Eastern Mediterranean and Western Pacific regions due to literature and case study availability. Geographical imbalances in the literature review were somewhat mitigated via focus group discussions, with participants mostly from the South-East Asian, Eastern Mediterranean, and Western Pacific regions.
THE PROBLEM

Harm promotion among children and young people is allowed by governments

NCDs are the leading cause of premature death and disability worldwide, causing 41 million deaths every year and accounting for 74% of all global deaths. This figure is projected to rise to 52 million annual deaths by 2030 (9). Over three-quarters of NCD deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) and are rising among young people, primarily due to the rising prevalence of overweight and obesity, raised blood pressure and blood glucose, and abnormal blood lipids, driven by unhealthy diets (7).

Habits created in childhood around consumption and usage of unhealthy commodities due to high exposure are carried through life and set children up for increased risk of NCDs as adults (32). It is well evidenced that the products and practices of a number of unhealthy commodity industries, including tobacco, alcohol, and ultra-processed and/or HFSS foods, are behind the rising burden of NCDs and ill health, in high- and low-income countries alike, among both children and adults (2). NCDs pose an enormous risk to public health with children and young people being especially vulnerable to NCD risk factors, fostered by the harmful commercial marketing of unhealthy products, and risking progress on Sustainable Development Goal 3 (SDG-3) on health and well-being and other critical development goals, particularly in low-resource settings.

Commercial marketing causes direct and severe harm to the health and well-being of children and young people.

Marketing to children and young people is one of the primary commercial determinants of health, causing or contributing to health harms in a variety of ways (2). These harms affect both physical and mental health, both of which can lead to NCDs, and can vary by age, while compounding across the life-course due to repeat exposure and habit formation (32). The impacts and harms of commercial marketing discussed in this policy report are non-exhaustive and non-exclusive, as they are manifold and far-ranging, and can influence the habits and purchase patterns of parents and other adults where the end-consumer is a child (33).
**Physical health harms** from commercial marketing occur across all ages due to direct consumption or usage of unhealthy commodities, which can cause or worsen obesity, diabetes, and chronic respiratory diseases, among other NCDs. Tobacco, alcohol and ultra-processed and/or HFSS foods have obvious and well-established links to NCDs, particularly as consumption begins earlier in the life course. Inappropriate use of BMS means that less than half of infants are breastfed in accordance with WHO recommendations, increasing the risk of childhood infectious diseases, mortality, malnutrition and obesity in later years, with additional harms to mothers who forgo breastfeeding, including increased risk of cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. BMS is heavily marketed to parents and caregivers with unfounded product claims and advertising messages, to health professionals using a veneer of scientific information, and with simultaneous lobbying against breastfeeding protection laws, in breach of the International Code of Marketing of Breastmilk Substitutes (34). Commercial marketing also harms physical health indirectly since long-term and habitual consumption of unhealthy commodities, starting in childhood or adolescence, leads to NCDs later in life.

Commercial marketing also contributes to **poor mental health** in many ways, such as by causing low self-esteem from unrealistic body ideals in advertising content, particularly in social media (35) (36). Children and young people in our focus groups were concerned about these mental health harms, mentioning how companies promote ‘unrealistic beauty standards’ from a young age and how girls are targeted with advertising for skin-whitening and other beauty products, preying on ideals of ‘appearance’ and ‘confidence’ (Table 1). Aggressive marketing also encourages alcohol abuse and drives its associated mental health risks, with exposure to alcohol advertisements found to increase children’s alcohol consumption to dangerous levels (37). Similarly, marketing has been found to encourage gambling and associated addictive behaviours in children, young people and vulnerable populations (38). Commercial marketing also contributes to mental health harms by preying on mothers’ emotions in unethical BMS advertisements, using scare tactics that make the mother question her decision-making and perception of the baby’s health and behaviour in order to convince her to stop breastfeeding (39). There is also increasing evidence that consumption of unhealthy foods is associated with depressive symptoms, although more research is needed to confirm and understand this link (40).

**Marketers target children and young people across all environments and media, using increasingly sophisticated techniques.**

Marketing practices are diverse, adaptive and constantly evolving alongside technology and regulation – they are also extremely well-funded, although exact figures are difficult to ascertain (Panel 2). It is challenging to conceptualise how dynamic marketing has become with the rise of social media and other sophisticated platforms of delivering advertisements. A common categorisation of marketing elements is known as the ‘7 Ps’ or ‘marketing mix’ (41) (42), which this report recognises as the fundamentals of marketing activities and strategies (Panel 3). These fundamentals aim to represent all the elements that industries can leverage for marketing purposes, often combined to create enticing and effective marketing campaigns to children, young people and adults. Building on these marketing fundamentals, this report classifies marketing across three main domains that allow for children and young people’s exposure to harmful commercial marketing: environment, media and techniques (Figure 1) (13) (43).

### Panel 2. Global advertising spend

Commercial marketing is a multi-billion-dollar industry, growing every year, driven by a rise in digital and online marketing as well as expanded markets in LMICs. It is projected that global spending on advertising will reach US$674 billion this year (live counter).

Estimates for the global advertising spend targeting children and/or young people vary substantially by source, with news and statistical organisations estimating between US$4.6 billion and US$17 billion annually (44) (45). Nestlé (2015) reports that 48 food and beverage companies spent US$7.9 billion on children’s television advertising alone, with half of that money directed at advertising to children under 12, suggesting that current estimates are grossly undervalued, or that companies are misreporting their marketing practices.

We also know that children see, hear and engage with marketing for general audiences in addition to marketing directed at them (46), making it fair to assume they are exposed to a substantial share of the total global advertising spend every year. In most countries, marketing spend is tax deductible, further minimising any positive benefit to the public that could come from this health-harming expenditure (47).
Panel 3. The fundamentals of marketing

With respect to **environment**, marketing occurs in spaces where children live, play and learn, such as in schools, nurseries, playgrounds, and on children’s television networks and websites. Marketing in schools can include branded products, sponsored educational materials, or advertisements on school premises. Marketing in nurseries may involve product placements in childcare centres, distribution of promotional materials, or sponsored events for young children. Marketing in playgrounds, where children often spend time, can include branded equipment or signage, promotional giveaways, or targeted advertisements near play areas. Marketing on children’s television networks and websites may involve commercials during children’s programming, sponsored content, or interactive advertisements on websites. Non-child specific environments include adult-dominated spaces, such as job sites and bars, but also public spaces such as public transportation, general audience television and radio, and sports stadiums. Children and, to a greater extent, young people are present in both environments regularly, but the distinction is important to make because marketing regulation differs between these two environments, and it is essential to understand how non-child specific environments can be regulated to protect both children and young people (28). Marketing content in both environments is typically delivered through three types of **media**: broadcast (which includes advertisements or other marketing content on TV or radio), print and in-person, and digital.

The many creative and complex **techniques** marketers use to deliver content may be categorised into people and place-based marketing, targeted digital marketing, contextual advertising / online behavioural advertising (OBA), corporate social responsibility (CSR), artificial intelligence (AI) -generated marketing and virtual/ augmented reality (VR) marketing. People and place-based marketing is the foundation of all marketing practices, where content is tailored to specific audiences or delivered in certain spaces. Targeted digital marketing relies on data that has been gathered from a digital profile or presence and allows the marketer to deliver tailored content. Contextual advertising – or OBA – is a new marketing technique that already is widespread and extremely sophisticated and does not rely on the collection of user data. In 2022, global contextual advertising spend was estimated at US$199.8 billion, about a third of all advertising spend (48). CSR is non-traditional advertising using sponsorships, partnerships, and other activities supported by corporations to promote a brand or increase its recognition. While still largely being developed, marketing using AI and VR are also on the rise and will soon be common techniques that target children and young people in sophisticated manners with little human input (49) (50).
Another important dimension of marketing to be mindful of when considering the proposed marketing exposure framework (Figure 1) is the different ownership levels of marketing content: owned, paid and earned – with marketing campaigns often using a combination of marketing techniques at different ownership levels. While owned marketing originates from platforms controlled by the industry, paid marketing involves paying to reach an audience, and earned marketing occurs when a third party spreads the information or marketing message (e.g., when someone likes a social media post featuring/promoting a product or service) [51]. Understanding the different ownership levels of marketing content can also help move away from the perception that marketing policy should or could only regulate paid marketing.

Figure 1. How children and young people are exposed to harmful commercial marketing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKETING TECHNIQUES</th>
<th>CHILD-SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTS</th>
<th>MARKETING MEDIUMS</th>
<th>NON-CHILD-SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE AND PLACE-BASED:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marketing based on information about a known environment or audience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:</td>
<td>using sponsorships, partnerships and other activities affiliated with corporate social responsibility to promote a brand or increase its recognition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARGETED DIGITAL:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marketing that uses collected data of the user/buyer (e.g., location, age, gender, race) to direct adverts that are most appealing to the individual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTEXTUAL/OBA:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marketing based on known behaviour patterns, previous interactions, and ‘mood’ of the user/buyer to direct adverts when the individual is most likely to spend money or engage with the content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRTUAL/AUGMENTED REALITY (VR):</td>
<td>marketing that appears in VR games or experiences, often with immersive or interactive elements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI-GENERATED:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marketing that uses AI software to collect user data, analyse user behaviour and produce tailored content (largely still being developed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Marketing strategies frequently mix different techniques and combine one or more marketing media (e.g., broadcast TV distributed in a digital format).
Our environments are negatively shaped by marketing practices

Commercial marketing contributes to the social construction of our environments by promoting the consumption of ultra-processed and/or HFSS foods and beverages and other unhealthy products (52), thereby contributing to high and rising global rates of NCDs. Decisions and habits formed around eating and drinking are made within these environments, created and reinforced by producers, retailers, marketers, and other commercial actors (7). These influences shape norms and cultural behaviour around consumption (53), impeding on personal choice. Marketing infiltrates these environments, making consumption or usage of unhealthy products seem normal and desirable despite the harmful effects. The soda industry has been particularly successful at selling the socially constructed idea that drinking soda regularly is a normal, and even celebrated, part of meals and daily activities (53).

Unhealthy environments are pervasive across child- and non-child specific environments, with ultra-processed and/or HFSS foods and beverages, including fizzy drinks, widely available in schools, sporting events and leisure venues. These foods and beverages are frequently among the cheaper options, making it acceptable and common to consume them over healthier alternatives (7). Affordability, availability and the intensive marketing of unhealthy products combine to create these unhealthy environments. Marketing practices change physical environments to increase the availability (psychological, physical, social, and financial) of these products and drive consumption. Examples include putting signage at bars for alcoholic beverages (2) or placing confectionery in supermarkets’ checkout areas, a technique frequently accompanied by interactive displays, productive giveaways, price reductions, and other inducements, including during special seasons like ‘back to school’.

The encroachment of marketing in our environments is particularly powerful as a determinant of health in low-income communities and among minority children, as marketers specifically target these geographies and populations to prey on existing vulnerabilities, worsening health outcomes and exaggerating health inequalities (53) (2). Such targeting happens both within and across national boundaries: one study found that McDonald’s marketing team was specifically focusing on children in LMICs, with the company posting 154% more Instagram posts in LMICs than in high-income countries (HICs). 40% of posts offered a promotion or giveaway compared to only 14% in HICs (54). Unfortunately, this is not a new tactic by unhealthy commodity industries. US litigation in the 1990s exposed some of the largest tobacco companies as specifically targeting developing countries as sources of new markets to retain profits lost from growing restrictions in HICs. Alcohol, e-cigarettes and ultra-processed and/or HFSS foods companies have all followed suit, adopting this strategy from tobacco and aggressively advertising in LMICs (55).
Marketing tactics target children in child and non-child specific environments

Across industries and platforms, marketers use sophisticated tactics and strategies to appeal to children, enticing them to purchase, consume or use products for life. There has been an enduring and dangerous marriage between child psychology and marketing theory to target children as consumers. These tactics are designed to target children from a young age and keep them hooked as users for life (56). Tactics include toys with purchases, use of bright colours or cartoons, flavouring of products, contests and giveaways, branded merchandise and paraphernalia/memorabilia, gamification, company sponsorships/endorsements with celebrities and athletes, product placement, product bundling, and engagement or sharing on social media (see Figure 2 for some examples). These tactics are familiar and effective, often appealing to the emotion of ‘fun’ and presented as entertainment, social engagement or interactive games (13).

Figure 2. Examples of marketing targeting children and young people

A.

Coca-Cola labelled cans with personable and recognizable names

B.

Avengers toys offered with a ‘Happy Meal’ and part of a set

C.

Vape called “SEXIBAR” flavoured cotton candy bubble-gum

D.

Lionel Messi endorsing Lays chips and Pepsi in football themed image
Manipulative tactics are used to target children as consumers. Smoking was normalised to such an extent during the peak of the child-friendly era of Joe Camel that the cartoon cigarette brand mascot was as recognisable as Mickey Mouse among 3-6-year-old American children (57). In a more recent study, 68% of 5- and 6-year-olds from a sample of 2,423 in Brazil, China, India, Nigeria, Pakistan and Russia could identify at least one cigarette brand logo, ranging from 50% in Russia to 86% in China (58). Similar tactics have been used across alcohol brands, with one UK study showing how slogans and commercials use youth- or generational-specific language, appealing to ideas of sex, partying, sociability and games to recruit young and newly legal drinkers (59). Fizzy drink brands have perhaps been the most successful at marketing to children, ‘revolutionising’ marketing by becoming part of pop culture and even leading cultural shifts. Coca-Cola and PepsiCo are some of the most recognised brands in the world, putting their logos on clothing and toys, hosting contests and giveaways on social media, and sponsoring large events and shows. Singers and athletes are in regular partnerships with soda or other unhealthy commodity brands, selling the idea of success, status and ironically, health and performance, to children and young people who are the main fans of these celebrities (53).

Many advertisements use a combination of tactics to engage and appeal to young people. In 2022, the popular live gaming platform ‘Twitch’ and the candy brand ‘Sour Patch Kids’ teamed up for the second time to launch limited-edition candy boxes and host competitions between users on the platform with the chance for viewers to win US$10,000. This collaboration was specifically targeted towards Gen Z (young people currently 10-26-years-old) as this is the largest demographic of users on Twitch (60). Across industries, marketers use strategic methods to target children, exploiting their naivete, vulnerability and emotions. Children and young people in the focus groups were quite aware of these strategies, calling many advertising methods ‘gimmicks’, including the use of misleading language to sell tobacco products and partnerships between unhealthy commodity brands and celebrities (Table 1).

Corporate sponsorships are a specific marketing tactic that can be incredibly manipulative and effective for targeting children (13). Large companies with brand awareness often sponsor children’s sports events or community activities under the guise of ‘corporate social responsibility’ (CSR), a voluntary commitment to supposedly give back in some way to the community to make a positive impact. However, many companies use CSR activities to further brand recognition, increase presence and distort the effects of their product, including amongst children and young people with products that can harm their health. In Indonesia, the tobacco company Djarum is heavily engaged in sport-specific CSR, giving badminton scholarships to children, with the effect of linking health, performance and success with Djarum’s product – cigarettes (61). Similarly, in a study encompassing dozens of countries, gambling companies were found to be sponsoring children’s sports with the company name or logo on jerseys and uniforms, with children perceiving these companies positively because they were helping their sports teams (20). CSR as a channel for marketing to children is excluded from many regulatory efforts, making this rampant practice a key way to expose children to harmful marketing.

Child influencers, also referred to as ‘kidfluencers’, are a rapidly growing industry on social media and are another child-specific tactic marketers use. Child content creators are often uninformed about the level of influence they have on their audience, nor do they necessarily understand commercial contracts; many are being used by their parents and companies for financial gain. Kidfluencers typically target other children, using child-friendly and relatable content to entice children to buy a product (62) (63). One study found that of the most popular kidfluencers on YouTube in 2019, 90% of the advertised products were unhealthy branded items (64). Coupled with the substantial evidence that digital marketing through influencers is extremely effective at getting children to consume unhealthy food and beverages, kidfluencers are an additional marketing tactic that threatens children and young people’s health (65).

Children and young people in the focus groups also raised the issue of dishonest marketing as a tactic companies use to appeal to consumers. Participants were concerned with what they perceived as falsehoods in relation to the marketing of nicotine-containing e-cigarettes*, BMS** and diet sodas*** (Table 1).

* The promotion of e-cigarettes to young people and non-smokers is of great concern as they contain nicotine which is highly addictive, and there is emerging evidence that e-cigarettes promotion and use leads to greater uptake of tobacco smoking. E-cigarettes’ aerosols can also contain many other toxic compounds. The evidence for harm from vaping alone is still emerging, and whilst likely to be less harmful than smoking, e-cigarettes use is not considered to be risk-free and it is important to prevent nicotine addiction in the young populations (151).

** See The Lancet Series on Breastfeeding (2023) (149).

*** WHO recommends against the use of non-sugar sweeteners (NSS) to control body weight or reduce NCD risk, based on a systemic review showing they do not confer any long-term benefit in reducing body fat in adults or children and suggesting potential undesirable health effects from long-term use (150).
### Table 1. Major concerns about harmful commercial marketing expressed by children and young people in focus group discussions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sample quotes</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative impact on mental health</strong></td>
<td>‘It’s especially tough for us … girls. [w]e are often expected to conform to unrealistic beauty standards. And I do really think that we need to do something about this. We need to … hold companies accountable for messages they are sending to young people and like, promote healthier options instead.’</td>
<td>Female, aged 16, Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘We’re coming from Pakistan and … I’ve been exposed since a very young age to a lot of harmful commercial marketing and a lot of them revolve around body image … around fairness and beauty products and things that whiten your skin. [T]hey really link having … your appearance to your confidence … or how you should feel and how you shouldn’t feel.’</td>
<td>Female, aged 15, Pakistan / France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gimmicks prey on children</strong></td>
<td>‘Gambling is a big thing in those [children’s] games… it’s not well-regulated, so often a way to earn extra points … [is to] do a lucky dip and then the more you click on them, it gets more gambling pop-ups to the point where there are games that are literally just gambling and your whole goal is just to win money…. Putting those gambling things and hooking kids in when they’re so young… I think that’s really toxic.’</td>
<td>Female, aged 16, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘They are also introducing something called tobacco accessories, something like tobacco filters, flavoured tobacco products and introducing … ‘light and mild’ tobacco products and marketing them [as] less harmful for younger people, which is very attractive.’</td>
<td>Female, aged 28, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘In Nigeria, Coca-Cola has used celebrities such as Davido and Tiwa Savage to promote its products to young people. This is especially disheartening as children from very poor backgrounds are very impressionable and lacking the necessary knowledge and exposure and would automatically assume that what they see on billboards and screens is the way that life should be lived.’</td>
<td>Male, aged 30, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dishonest marketing</strong></td>
<td>‘Electronic vapes have become very popular, which is something that influences my friends and people my age. They were really marketed as very healthy… They have different colours and flavours like bubble gum flavour and fairy floss.’</td>
<td>Female, aged 16, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Sugar sweetened beverages are causing diabetes, which is proven across the world. How then does the sugar sweetened beverage company sponsor a diabetes campaign?’</td>
<td>Female, aged 29, Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Baby milk formula and like the artificial and very problematic ones, I know that obviously it’s degrees of how counterfeit and authentic they are. Specifically targeting women and babies… that’s a very big problem especially in a lot of I think Asian countries when [the products] are physically not nutritious enough for a baby… you [are] literally harming a child at its most vulnerable stage when they’re a few months old.’</td>
<td>Female, aged 16, Hong Kong / United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE BARRIERS

Why it can be difficult to adopt and implement effective regulation

Common barriers to enacting effective national regulations include problems with data, resources, and political and public buy-in.

The barriers to developing, implementing and enforcing marketing regulation are significant. First, policymakers and other stakeholders report a lack of available and useful data to describe and convince decision-makers of the problem. In the UNICEF (2023) survey of policymakers about the marketing of unhealthy food and beverages to children, two-thirds of respondents said they did not have sufficient data about the problem to mobilise policy debates and proposals. This frustration was echoed in the focus group discussions, where at least one participant (female, aged 18-30, Mexico) mentioned the lack of data and evidence involved in the conversation around marketing of unhealthy products associated with NCD risk factors. The health science condemning harmful commercial marketing is sound, but rarely makes it into mainstream debates about regulation, which participants saw as a missed opportunity. Without data-driven arguments, advocating for regulation is less persuasive.

Another barrier reported by policymakers is the insufficient resourcing of monitoring and enforcement of compliance. Ninety percent of respondents in the survey (31) said their government did not have financial resources to develop a legal response to non-compliance, with nearly half of respondents also saying they lacked the technical and human expertise to develop policy, implement regulations, and maintain its functioning through adequate monitoring and enforcement. This complaint is also evidenced by Lacy-Nichols, et al., (2023), who noted that there is little systematic monitoring of commercial practices and that current monitoring is conducted by NGOs or research teams, rather than governments, posing a huge challenge to enforcement. In this context, industry self-regulation has frequently been the standard, despite the overwhelming evidence that self-regulation is ineffective, as demonstrated by case studies in Mexico (66), Canada (67), New Zealand (68), Australia, Spain, Sri Lanka, and the US (69), and in Europe (70).

Panel 4. ‘Big Tobacco’ and alcohol companies marketing to children and young people in LMICs

Across industries, it is becoming increasingly clear that as regulatory practices become more robust in high-income countries, unhealthy commodity industries are increasingly shifting their focus to targeting children and young people in LMICs, including instances of gross misconduct from commercial actors (71) (2).

A recent and robust study on tobacco companies’ advertising practices in 42 LMICs identified four tobacco marketing strategies that specifically target children: 1) displaying cigarettes near snacks, candy and sugary drinks, 2) placing cigarette advertisements at children’s eye-level, 3) marketing flavoured cigarettes, and 4) marketing and selling single cigarettes as opposed to a pack. These tactics purposefully appeal to children through physical product placement, flavouring, convenience and affordability, and are devised by large multinational corporations including British American Tobacco, Imperial Brands, Japan Tobacco International, and Philip Morris International (71) – Global North-based companies who reap enormous profits preying on children in the Global South.

The alcohol industry uses similar tactics. A study of deprived urban neighbourhoods in Ghana and Kenya found incredibly high exposure to alcohol advertisements, which were observed more frequently than staple foods and beverages like milk, eggs, fruit, vegetables and fresh meat and fish. Active marketing promotion of alcohol across Asian countries is also linked to significant increases in alcohol consumption among youth (72), contributing to the growing burden of NCDs among these populations.

Marketers see children and LMICs as untapped markets, not constrained by regulation, who they can advertise and sell harmful products to, resulting in an increasing global, but geographically unequal, burden of NCDs (2). Indeed around 80% of NCDs occur in LMICs with an increasing burden in Africa and among children (73). Further research is needed to understand how, across industries, commercial entities shift tactics according to evolving regulation and target vulnerable consumers in less regulated jurisdictions.
The complexity and global nature of digital media was consistently reported as a barrier to effective regulation, both by policymakers and participants in focus group discussions. Over half of policymakers responding to a survey (31) ranked online media as one of the least feasible settings to enact regulation of unhealthy food and beverage marketing to children. Monitoring of such a complex and far-reaching platform is extremely difficult in practice. Children and young people confirmed this, describing the harmful advertisements they see on social media constantly. One participant (female, aged 16, Hong Kong/UK) recalled getting ads on Deliveroo (a U.K. food delivery service) for vapes and e-cigarettes, despite the app knowing her age and birthday. Others recalled times they were fed gambling, alcohol and skin-whitening ads online, often endorsed by their favourite actors or athletes. Participants were in agreement that based on what they observed, the digital space seemed wholly unregulated and showed no signs of improvement in this regard.

While there have been genuine attempts to regulate the digital space for children, there is currently no effective method for verifying age of users/buyers online. Many regulations and voluntary commitments have age thresholds in which advertisements are prohibited to young people under a certain age. However, users can easily enter a different birthday (74). When more legitimate forms of identification are required for verification, privacy rights are potentially infringed upon, making children especially vulnerable when they do not fully understand the information they are sharing or how it could be used.

Another major barrier reported by policymakers was a general lack of political support and public awareness and buy-in on the importance of regulating harmful commercial marketing to children and young people. Notably, there were no differences between regions in policymakers ranking this as one of the biggest barriers (31). Focus group participants echoed some of these challenges, noting that parents are key stakeholders who have been largely excluded from the conversation but are potential champions on this issue (female, aged 16, Hong Kong/UK). Other participants (female, aged 29, Ghana; female, aged 28, India) called for civil society to take on this problem and serve as a bridge between children’s needs and policymakers’ actions. Overall, there was consensus that more voices were needed in the conversation, as well as greater collaboration between stakeholders.

While marketing regulation is intended to protect children, young people and the general public from misleading or harmful advertisements, poor design and implementation of policy can be a barrier, occasionally resulting in unintended consequences. In Kenya, following implementation of policy restricting the commercialisation, including the marketing, of BMS, the government arguably used ‘scare tactics’ and added a tax to formula milk, negatively affecting low-income and informally employed mothers most in need of BMS due to work commitments and lack of formal maternity support (75). Similarly, in Latin America, the use of food labelling laws to decrease marketing appeal and convey nutritional information led to an ‘inaccurate portrayal of nutritional content’ with consumers falsely assuming a product without a label was healthy. One survey in Chile found that over 68% of respondents believed a product without an ingredient warning was indicative of high nutritional value (76). Diet sodas may also be marketed without a label because they are low calorie and low enough in sugar and sodium content, though they can contribute to NCDs and should not be considered as a healthy alternative by consumers (76).
Efforts at regulating marketing are stymied by powerful industry groups using a common playbook.

Government efforts at enacting more effective regulation have frequently been hindered by industry action to block regulatory attempts or shape regulation to their benefit. Just as all industries market to children and young people using similar methods, marketers also have a common playbook to counter regulation to prevent restrictions that would otherwise constrain their commercial activities. Building on Lacy-Nichols, et al.’s (2022) public health playbook, this policy report identifies five major elements of an industry playbook as commercial determinants of health specific to the marketing of NCD risk factors to children and young people.

First, companies influence and undermine regulation through highly effective lobbying, use of front groups, and flooding of consultations, thereby promoting favourable and weak legislation that ensures their marketing practices are not constrained and profit margins are not threatened (55) (77) (78) (2). The tobacco industry has a long history of undermining tobacco control measures worldwide (55). British American Tobacco was found guilty of paying off politicians, civil servants and other stakeholders in Burundi, Thailand and Zambia, which resulted in successfully changing tobacco legislation (2).

Second, industry players instil doubt about the severity of the problem through misleading marketing and biased research. Alcohol, tobacco, ultra-processed and/or HFSS foods and fizzy drink companies have successfully distanced their responsibility from the problem and created doubt among the public about the severity of the problem and its relationship with consumption and usage of unhealthy commodities (55) (77) (78) (2). As an example, Coca-Cola directly funds research to argue that obesity is caused by lack of exercise, rather than soda consumption or diet in general (79). In the case of commercial milk formula, these products are often portrayed as solving common infant health problems and developmental challenges (39). The alcohol and gambling industries are similarly strategic, with robust evidence showing how both industries use rhetoric to shift the problem away from population health and onto a subset of ‘irresponsible’ drinkers and gamblers (77) (20).

Third, unhealthy commodity industries argue in favour of individual choice and ‘consumer rights’. Goods consumption and usage is framed as an individual decision, as are marketing practices by private companies, allowing industry stakeholders to argue that state regulation interferes with and hampers rights (53) (80). Tobacco companies in particular have a long history of appealing to ethos of ‘civil liberties’, arguing that the choice to smoke is a right, and should not be controlled or influenced by the government through regulation (55). However, the detrimental effects of cigarettes are so great that they actually limit lifetime personal freedom and worsen the unequal distribution of freedom between individuals (81). Indeed, one focus group participant commented that the tobacco industry’s marketing misinformation infringed on individual choice and consumer rights (female, aged 16, Hong Kong/United Kingdom).

Fourth, companies shift marketing practices to evade regulation, constantly adapting to avoid regulatory constraints. Technology’s progress provides a constant opportunity for companies to shift marketing techniques faster than regulation can keep pace, by utilising media and tactics that regulation has not yet addressed. One recent example can be found in industry’s response to stricter data privacy and protection laws, which effectively limited targeted digital marketing. Marketers have in part responded by moving towards contextual advertising/OBA which does not rely on personal data, allowing for equally if not more sophisticated targeting of children and young people (82) (7) (30). Another strategic way marketers evade regulation is through ‘surrogate marketing’, for example when tobacco companies’ non-tobacco products are marketed with similar branding to their tobacco products (83), or when non-alcoholic ‘Guinness 0.0’ serves as the title sponsor of the Six Nations rugby tournament (84). Surrogate marketing is a powerful way to establish the same brand recognition and emotional appeal to a harmful product while still complying with regulation.

Fifth, industry players promote vague or voluntary commitments to reduce the strength of regulation. Companies are strategic in supporting and in some cases play a leading role in writing legislation that lacks definitive terms and commitments; they also promote the adoption of voluntary commitments around marketing practices rather than statutory law. For example, when legislation dictates rules about children’s audiences, the age below which one is considered a child is regularly undefined. Another common tendency is that an audience is considered a children’s environment if more than 20-35% of the audience is made up of children, but there is no formal mechanism to monitor audience age, leaving it to companies’ discretion. And across legislation, nutritional guidelines vary considerably or are not explicitly stated when it comes to regulating the marketing of unhealthy food. Without clear consensus on these terms and rules, companies successfully evade regulation to their benefit (55) (53) (7) (77) (2).
SOLUTIONS

Policy design elements to best protect children and young people

Both the marketing of unhealthy products across NCD risk factors to children and young people and the regulation thereof varies considerably across countries and industries, constraining or allowing harmful marketing to different extents. In a few countries, there are strict and broad regulations on advertisements to children, with Quebec (Canada), Sweden and Norway imposing total bans on advertising to children under the age of 12. Such restrictions are relatively rare.

Tobacco is the most highly regulated unhealthy commodity industry, the result of decades of incremental progress, including through a legally binding instrument: the WHO FCTC. Despite FCTC Parties also having responsibilities towards preventing and reducing nicotine addiction, tobacco regulations frequently do not apply to nicotine-containing e-cigarettes, which the tobacco industry heavily advertises and promotes towards younger people, recruiting new users rather than marketing them for use for tobacco cessation purposes (55). The marketing of alcohol is less heavily regulated than tobacco and is growing in influence on young people through the rise in digital marketing and the prevalence of cross-border advertising (85); for example, while tobacco advertising has been largely banned from sporting events, alcohol marketing remains at the centre of the world’s largest sporting events in the form of sponsorships (86).

In recent years, attention has turned towards restricting unhealthy food marketing, including limitations on HFSS or ultra-processed foods and beverages. There is growing recognition of unhealthy food as a key driver of NCDs (the Global Nutrition Report 2021 reported that poor, unhealthy diets are associated with 12 million deaths per year, making unhealthy diets the most deadly NCD risk factor), highlighting the need for the food industry to be further regulated (70) (12) (31). The harmful marketing of BMS has also received renewed attention as a public health concern (87) with more countries adopting marketing regulations including Brazil (88), Chile (89), China (90) and Kenya (91).

Gambling marketing is fairly unregulated or with poorly enforced regulations in most countries from the limited studies available (92) (20). Gambling, particularly online gambling, has grown in popularity but is frequently not subject to direct regulations and, in most cases, does not fall under the same regulatory umbrella as social media or other digital platforms. Furthermore, gambling causes mental health harms (38), not physical harms, which has only recently been recognised as an NCD and given global attention as a health priority (93).
Technological and geographical trends

Regulation across countries has tried to keep pace with technology, with the strengthening of data protection and privacy laws, limiting the ability to market to children (30). To date, the EU Digital Services Act (coming into full effect in 2024) is the most ambitious and comprehensive package of policies regulating social media, online marketplaces, large online platforms and large online search engines. This Act gives special consideration to minors, prohibiting platforms from using targeted advertising based on minors’ personal data and requiring a commitment to ensuring a high level of privacy, security and safety of minors. This commitment will be assessed four months after implementation and made public within one year, making it a leading example of marketing and complementary policy aiming to protect children and young people.

There is also a rise in digital platforms (e.g., Meta, YouTube, Apple) instituting their own marketing guidelines, particularly with influencers and paid advertising (94). For example, after several advertising scandals of misinformation and false advertising, Instagram implemented a rule where users must explicitly state if their video or photo is an advertisement, paid for by a company, or if any products/services shown in the content were gifted by a company (95). This is monitored and enforced solely by Meta (Instagram’s parent company), and it has not been adopted across all social media and gaming platforms. Early studies of self-regulation in the digital space show that while there is self-reported compliance with voluntary codes, it is not effective at limiting children’s exposure to unhealthy products because ‘media’ and ‘marketing’ are often undefined and there is no independent monitoring and enforcement (96). Similar to Instagram, Apple banned data tracking on all apps directed at children, but then revoked the ban following backlash from the private sector to allow for ‘benign’ analytics software for advertising purposes (97). Although evidence is limited on the effectiveness of company self-regulation in the digital sphere, there is overwhelming evidence from other areas of commercial activity that self-regulation is ineffective at protecting people from the harms of commercial marketing (13).

Industry and technology trends tend to be concentrated in certain geographies. In response to rising obesity and other NCDs in Latin America, HFSS marketing in this region is becoming much stricter (98). In Europe and the US, data privacy and protection laws, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule (COPPA) respectively, have become stricter and better enforced, somewhat limiting the power of marketing in the digital sphere. On the flip side, the UK and Australia, who have two of the largest gambling industries, have actually liberalised some formerly stricter regulations on gambling marketing, with widespread targeting of children (92).

Overall, there is lack of consistency across contexts as far as marketing regulation, which poses a challenge in protecting children and young people from these harms as exposure is increasingly digital, and therefore global. Despite national policy that may limit the harms of commercial marketing, children and young people are constantly exposed to commercial content from other countries, outside the jurisdiction of their legal system and not subject to the same regulations – for example, viewing programs on foreign TV channels, an increasingly common experience. This loophole calls for greater policy attention to marketing platforms themselves, in addition to regulating unhealthy commodity industries.

Seven policy design elements to protect children and young people from marketing across industries.

Countries’ experiences with regulating and attempting to limit the harms of commercial marketing, particularly to children and young people, have achieved varying levels of success. We identify seven main design elements that policymakers should consider when devising regulations on harmful commercial marketing to which children and young people are exposed: 1) product 2) content, 3) age, 4) environment, 5) power 6) exposure, and 7) technique (Table 2). This grouping was developed through analysis of case studies to understand how existing regulations target marketing, which highlighted the main angles policymakers have used so far, as well as the effectiveness and shortcomings of specific regulatory approaches.

Regulating by product is the most common way of limiting marketing, and historically the strictest and best enforced. Marketing regulations on tobacco, while imperfect, have become commonplace across countries over recent decades. Marketing restrictions on nicotine products, alcohol, ultra-processed and/or HFSS foods and BMS are less common. However, this is beginning to change with more awareness about the health and well-being problems linked to consumption of these products, or a lack of evidence on their safety (especially for novel nicotine products). The development of nutrient profile models by WHO regional offices has supported marketing regulation by providing region-specific nutritional guidance on food and non-alcoholic beverages that can be used to define healthy foods and beverages, (99) (100) (101) (102) (103) (104). The same attention is still needed for other products, especially gambling advertisements, which are the least restricted products. Children and young people in the focus groups specifically expressed a desire to ban marketing of unhealthy food, saying it can be as harmful as alcohol and tobacco (Table 3).

Regulators also frequently target audio or visual marketing content, including restricting suggestive, exploitative, violent, or pornographic content. Content regulations also include digital content, where marketing is often presented as a form of entertainment, social engagement or interactive games. Furthermore, marketing regulation can set obligations to provide disclosure-related content. This typically takes the form of mandating producers/creators of social media marketing,
influencer content and other digital content including pictures, videos or posts to disclose any sponsorships or financial partnerships they have with a brand (105). These types of regulation aim for greater transparency by allowing the person watching or engaging with the content to know it is a form of marketing, not an unbiased source of information.

Regulating by age and environment is also common, but often falls short in enforceability, as it is challenging to verify audience age or consistently monitor specific spaces. Typical age regulations protect children at specific thresholds without uniformity across countries, with the most common ones being 12, 16 or 18 years. Age-based regulations are often paired with certain products and environments. Marketing regulations that take a life-course approach and consider the impact of exposure and habit formation on health may extend these age thresholds even beyond 18, as in Sweden, which proscribes alcohol marketing from being aimed at or featuring anyone under the age of 25, despite a drinking age of 18 (Table 3). Regulating marketing within certain environments is challenging as children frequently inhabit non-child specific or adult environments, exposing them to harmful marketing content supposedly targeting adults – whether in physical or virtual spaces. The variation in age criteria for public spaces poses a challenge for lawmakers to enact regulations and define an ideal age category for marketing regulations, as restricting marketing in these environments would mean placing restrictions on adults. Schools are largely agreed upon as the most crucial environment to regulate harmful marketing due to the quantity of children in that environment and the high level of exposure (i.e., most children spend most of their day in school) (106) (31). Children and young people in focus groups also expressed a strong need for greater regulation in the digital environment, reporting it as seemingly unregulated and flooded with advertisements, with the level of exposure to misleading or unverified content of particular concern (Table 3).

Less common but potentially among the most impactful regulations are those focusing on exposure (frequency and reach of marketing/advertisements) and power (the nature, creative content, design and execution of the marketing message) (7) (26). These aspects go straight to the persuasive nature of advertisements and marketing and can therefore be the most harmful to children and young people. Regulations of exposure include any restrictions on reach or frequency of watching/engaging with advertising (for example, hours during which certain ads can appear on TV), whereas regulating on power limits the creative or convincing nature of content. The child-specific marketing tactics discussed earlier are power tactics, as they enhance the creative and compelling nature of the content to younger audiences (Panel 5). Focus group participants regarded regulating power tactics used by companies to target children and young people as a priority area for policy, saying that misleading advertisements and marketing ‘gimmicks’ should be banned (Table 3).

Lastly, marketing techniques refer to the technical methods that companies rely on to deliver an advertisement or tailor content to a user/customer. The three dominant techniques are traditional people- and place-based advertising, targeted digital marketing and contextual advertising/OBA, which are increasingly used in combination with each other. Newer techniques include AI-generated and VR marketing. Regulations can restrict a marketing technique in totality, limit its use on certain populations or in certain environments, or put boundaries on methods the technique relies on to deliver content.

Given the multifaceted nature of marketing and its ability to create unhealthy environments, a package of complementary policies addressing each of these elements will have the greatest impact on protecting children and young people. Existing policies tend to address one facet or element of marketing harms and are fragmented from one another on domestic and international levels. It is increasingly important to align existing and new regulations with frameworks that provide evidence and models of implementation for effective regulation.

Panel 5. Marketing tactics targeting children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toys with purchase</th>
<th>Use of bright colours</th>
<th>Use of cartoons &amp; characters</th>
<th>Flavoured products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contests &amp; giveaways</td>
<td>Sponsorships &amp; endorsements</td>
<td>Gamification</td>
<td>Product placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product bundling</td>
<td>Branded merchandise</td>
<td>Partnerships with celebrities &amp; athletes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Elements of comprehensive marketing policy design with country examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Country examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Product   | Restrictions on the marketing of specific products (i.e., goods, commodities, services) | In Kenya, no food can be presented as a complement to breastmilk for infants aged 6-24 months (91)  
In 2003, the EU extended its advertising ban of tobacco on television to all forms of advertising, including print, radio, and internet (107)  
In France, the 1991 “Evin Law” (Loi Evin) imposes specific rules on the marketing of beverages with an alcohol content above 1.2%, although various provisions have been weakened in subsequent reforms (108) |
| Content   | Restrictions on the marketing of certain kinds of content or the obligation to provide disclosure-related content | In Denmark, the participation of children in alcohol advertising is illegal, including the marketing of alcohol in any connection with children’s films (36)  
India passed a new regulation requiring all streaming platforms to display content warnings about smoking and tobacco use in any show depicting such scenes, defending the regulation as a way to ensure Big Tobacco cannot aggressively target youth (109) |
| Age       | Restrictions of marketing based on age of audience or user | In South Korea, TV advertising of unhealthy food is prohibited to all children under the age of 18 before, during and after programmes shown between 5:00pm and 7:00pm (110)  
Despite a drinking age of 18 in Sweden, marketing must not aim or feature people under the age of 25 to prevent habit forming (111) |
| Environment | Restrictions on where marketing can be displayed or delivered | In 2015, China reinstated a law banning all advertising in kindergartens and middle schools, as well as on textbooks, school uniforms and school buses (90)  
Australia recently extended is gambling laws that restricts gambling advertising and odds promotion during live sports broadcasting and online streaming of live sports, with the law’s objective being to limit gambling exposure to children (112)  
In Chile, “high-in” products cannot be marketed, sold or offered for free at kiosks, cafeterias or feeding programmes at schools and nurseries, nor on children’s TV, cinema or online when the audience is more than 20% children (113)  
In 2019, the Philippines Food and Drug Administration enacted a new rule that states “regardless of type of packaging, all alcoholic beverages shall only be displayed in a designated conspicuous area in all convenience stores, supermarkets, hypermarkets, groceries, and other food retailing stores with prominent signage ‘ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES’ to reduce accessibility to youth and children (114) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Country examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td>Restrictions on the power of marketing, including but not limited to the creative and convincing nature of an advertisement</td>
<td>In Chile, McDonald’s was sued, found noncompliant and fined for providing toys aimed at children in Happy Meals, which is an illegal type of advertising tactic in Chile [115] In 2010, Australia became the first country to pass a law requiring plain, standardised packaging on cigarette cartons [55], as opposed to labelling with brand designs or appealing images such as Joe Camel (of Camel cigarettes) The UK enacted stricter gambling advertisement regulations in October 2022, stating that adverts must not “be likely to be of strong appeal to children or young persons, especially by reflecting or being associated with youth culture” [116] In Turkey, advertisements that imply usage or consumption of a product will give a child physical, social or psychological advantage over other children are prohibited and subjected to monetary fines [117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exposure</strong></td>
<td>Restrictions on marketing frequency or reach</td>
<td>In the UK, advertisements are not allowed on children’s programmes of less than 30 minutes to ensure content ‘breaks’ [118] In 2014, Mexico outlawed TV ads for HFSS foods and beverages during peaks times throughout the week, with fines up to ~US$83,000 for noncompliance [119] In Cyprus, casino advertisements on radio and TV are prohibited from 6:00am to 11:00pm as well as not being allowed to run during children’s programme at any time of day [120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technique</strong></td>
<td>Restrictions of a specific method marketers may use to reach or tailor content to a user/buyer</td>
<td>As of January 2022, EU’s GDPR prohibits Meta from targeted advertisements based on users’ online activity with affirmative, opt-in consent mandatory for personalised advertisements with a clear yes/no option [121] In the US, COPPA prohibits the collection of personal data from children under the age of 13, citing this population as particularly vulnerable to overreach from marketers [122]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Country examples serve to highlight policy design elements of specific marketing regulations that may have policy design elements across several of these sections. Comprehensive approaches will include multiple design elements to provide broad protection.
### Table 3. Policy recommendations expressed by children and young people in focus group discussions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Sample quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ban marketing of unhealthy food| ‘As well as alcohol, products of poor nutritional value also shouldn’t be marketed towards [children], such as fast food. A great example of this issue is in my own country, where instant pasta (a product extremely high in sodium) is often advertised towards kids, with the addition of cartoon characters in their packaging and ads.’
Female, aged 17, Brazil

‘Targeting all these fast foods... They are not seen as bad. They are not considered harmful to anybody. It’s at a kid’s party. Something nice, something sweet. Like the acceptability is just so high. And I think if we really, really want to do something... in my country, I think we would have to target all these cultural endorsements, like ‘parties must have drinks’ and ‘naming ceremonies must have drinks’... So, we must move beyond tobacco and alcohol as the evil ones and extend to junk foods. They’re equally evil.’
Female, aged 29, Ghana

| Regulate digital spaces     | ‘Like as of now, as far as I know, everyone wants to be an influencer. So now what companies are doing is they’re reaching out to influencers... and they are sending them free products to review... they are giving good or positive reviews, so that needs to be regulated, like... on what basis they are saying [that]. So, it’s really complex but there should be some regulation for influencers as well on social media.’
Female, aged 23, India

‘I think one way with which we can limit the frequency of ads is through social media... [E]verything just comes together into one thing where everybody in every part of the world can access social media and I think one of the big ways that a lot of social media companies... create money and revenue is through advertisement and a lot of companies pay to have their ads shown... So, I think they also need to come up with a policy or regulation.’
Female, aged 15, Pakistan/France

| Regulate marketing power | ‘For me, I think I will actually do something in the section of advertising appeals. So basically, for the children, they are including characters, toys, and there are various other strategies which are very eye-catching for youth mostly. So, some [regulation] which is like ‘the gimmicks which are directed exactly to children should be restricted.’
Female, aged 28, India

‘The biggest problem I personally see when it comes to harmful commercial marketing is the lack of honesty and authenticity when it comes to how a product is being displayed to the audience... So, I think pushing companies or enforcing this regulation or a policy would probably be something along the lines of... whenever you’re advertising a product... put in the full ingredient lists and you know, talk about how you got the products. So, you break that barrier of the lack of honesty between the audience, the consumers and the companies.’
Female, aged 15, Pakistan/France
Enablers to effective regulation include an engaged public, active civil society, and transnational collaboration.

Identifying enablers to enact and enforce effective national marketing regulation is challenging due to the variation in approaches across countries and sectors, and particularly the lack of rigorous policy evaluations. As such, it is difficult even to define what makes a ‘successful’ policy, since there is little evidence of effectiveness in reducing exposure to marketing of NCD risk factors, much less documented harms to health and well-being. However, some shortcomings of existing policies are fairly well-documented and therefore provide a foundation for understanding which types of environments, systems and actors might successfully protect children and young people from harmful marketing of NCD risk factors.

Effective regulation is opposed by powerful and extremely well-funded commercial entities, who have successfully blocked policies that would threaten their interests and profits. Collaboration across sectors and stakeholders is thus needed to develop, implement and enforce effective regulation that protects children and young people from harmful commercial marketing. Currently, health and child-related sectors are the primary advocates for marketing regulation. Instead, policy must be co-designed and advocated for by experts and practitioners within health, law, social protection, education, and related sectors to ensure that the content of regulation is comprehensive – and that there is sufficient political support to adopt and enforce new policies.

Engagement with children and young people is underappreciated as a key enabler of effective policy. In addition to being a right enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and other international and national agreements, it is crucial to include the concerns and suggestions of children and young people to understand and reflect the needs of some of the primary targets of harmful commercial marketing. Young people offer valuable insights that cannot be overlooked, and this policy report sought to bring their voices into the conversation through focus group discussions and review of drafts. Their experiences and perspectives were an important source of information, suggesting the potential benefits of using participatory approaches and co-development in policy design around the marketing of unhealthy products.

Another enabler is the social and cultural expectation that children deserve specific protection when it comes to commercial marketing. A small number of countries have enacted comprehensive bans on marketing to children (Panel 6), which potentially provides a strong legal framework for policy and enforcement action. However, the experience of these countries shows that bans are no panacea. Children are recognised as a protected class in most if not all cultural contexts, and these strongly held social beliefs can be mobilised to support more rigorous policy and regulation, which can potentially be extended to protections for young people as well, for example using arguments about habit formation and life-course effects. These social norms can also be fostered via public education campaigns and policymakers who speak out about the issue.
Panel 6. Youth-led organisation ‘Bite Back’ contributes to newly passed food advertising ban to children in the UK

In 2022, lawmakers in the United Kingdom adopted the Health and Care Act 2022 prohibiting the advertising of HFSS foods and beverages on television and all on-demand programme services before 9:00pm, as well as all paid-for advertising of unhealthy food and drink products online (123). The new law is considered one of the strictest in the world, clamping down on an industry that spends more than £600 million annually on advertising online and on TV (124). One of the leaders of this campaign was the UK’s youth-led organisation ‘Bite Back 2030’.

Bite Back is a youth-led charity and campaigning organisation focusing on sharing information about the UK food system and advocating for its redesign in a way that prioritises children’s health. Bite Back has been a pioneer in the space of children’s participation in policymaking. During the Health and Care Act’s debate in the House of Commons, several ministers quoted Bite Back’s research publications and attributed legislative updates to the youth involved in this organisation (125). Furthermore, Bite Back was an integral contributor to the UK government’s Office of Communications (Ofcom)’s brief on implementing new advertising and sponsorship regulations, with youth putting forth bold calls to limit marketing to children and reduce the influence of unhealthy commodity industries in policymaking – alongside contrasting consultations with multi-billion US dollar companies and powerful lobbying organisations.

These forthcoming implementation (126), yet implementation has been stifled by the private sector. The law was supposed to come into effect 1 January 2023, but the government has delayed it until 1 October 2025 in response to backlash from companies and groups such as the Committee of Advertising Practice and Internet Advertising Bureau (123) (127). The UK government has also allowed for numerous exceptions, including allowing companies to market unhealthy food and beverages on their own websites and social media accounts (128). Further exemptions are expected given the aggressive push back from unhealthy commodity industries. The government's backtracking on what was celebrated as a monumental win for children’s health and well-being has been called a “betrayal” by the Bite Back youth (129).

Regional blocs may find greater success working together to counter powerful industries and corporations than countries working alone. The European Union has enacted some of the world’s most stringent data protection laws, including for children, and has also imposed meaningful fines on companies that violate them. Although the same types of unified action may not be available in all settings, a variety of regional groupings could potentially support national regulation by convening policymakers to discuss common problems and possible solutions, which may gain additional effectiveness through the use of common definitions and approaches. Regional and global cooperation is increasingly required to combat cross-border marketing, and integration of regional, multilateral and unilateral marketing policies strengthens public health efforts and increases policy coherence (28).

A number of international agreements, guidance and frameworks are available to support national efforts to regulate harmful commercial marketing, including international human rights agreements and the UN Guiding Principles on Businesses and Human Rights (2011), as well as sector-specific frameworks such as the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) (2003), WHO International Code of Marketing of Breastmilk Substitutes (1981), the WHO SAFER (alcohol) technical package (2018), WHO Global Strategy for Food Safety (2022), and WHO ‘Best Buys’ on Tackling NCDs (2017, 2023). Further guidance specifically on marketing has recently included the WHO guideline on Policies to protect children from the harmful impact of food marketing (2023), WHO/UNICEF implementation toolkit on these guidelines (2023), and WHO Set of Recommendations on the marketing of foods and non-alcoholic beverages to children (2012), among other guidance, including forthcoming cross-factor guidance on digital marketing from WHO.

Another enabler to consider is the direct regulation of social media and technology companies as industry groups. The boom in digital marketing and the emerging forms of marketing through AI and VR are demanding greater policy attention on these platforms, including as they contribute to and facilitate harmful commercial marketing. Additional regulatory approaches focusing on these platforms would decrease the likelihood of children and young people being exposed to harmful products and content as it would place responsibility for protection on the marketers, the industries, and the marketing platforms. Direct regulations of digital platforms can also help combat the regulatory challenge of cross-border marketing that often allows companies to evade restrictions.
The way forward is through excluding private companies; writing specific, technology-neutral regulations; and ensuring robust monitoring and enforcement.

Industry influence is pervasive and undermines regulation. Policymakers must rid private companies from decision-making processes, as they historically undermine progressive legislation and policies, and should replace self-regulation with statutory law. The evidence is well established that self-regulation does not yield its intended impact, and therefore a shift to statutory law could produce more effective policy, as some studies show there is a decrease in purchasing of unhealthy foods and more favourable consequences for public health when marketing is regulated through policy (130). This change would be well paired with improved monitoring and evaluation capacities. Additionally, any real attempt at removing unhealthy commodity industries from decision-making processes must adequately manage conflict of interests (COI) among policymakers and all stakeholders, which to date has been insufficient. There is an inherent conflict between private companies’ profit motives and accountability to shareholders, and public health interests (131). Marketing regulation must be designed and monitored without industry influence through strict COI disclosure and management, which can be modelled on existing global guidance on implementation (131) (132).

Terms are not well defined in current legislation or guidelines, allowing for loopholes and evasion – in part due to industry interference. Thus, effective policy must be specific and defined. The need for clear and specific definitions creates the opportunity for national policymakers to work with regional or global bodies to define terms in a more airtight manner and maintain consistency across countries, to effectively counter the global nature of marketing. In the area of food marketing, the use of government led or WHO regional nutrient profiles is crucial when defining which foods are subject to marketing restrictions.

Technology is moving faster than regulation can keep pace, requiring policy to be technology-neutral in its language. Technology-neutral legislation means that regulations are applicable to marketing practices across all existing media and to any new and emerging media as well (133). While technology-neutral language is new to marketing policy, this approach has had success in other policy domains. Canada’s Anti-Spam Legislation uses technology-neutral language by focusing on the nature of communication as opposed to regulating certain platforms (134). The same is true of a New Zealand law on harmful online communication which focuses on regulating behaviours as opposed to techniques or technologies involved in the communication (135). The use of technology-neutral language represents a key opportunity to improve regulation, in that carefully crafted language can enable policy to remain relevant as technology and marketing moves forward.

The monitoring and evaluation of marketing practices and enforcement of compliance with regulation are often wholly lacking, requiring improved government capacity, collaboration with civil society, and transparency to allow the media to serve an accountability function. Civil society can also be a component of effective monitoring, holding industries accountable when other mechanisms are not in place, as Vital Strategies’ Tobacco Enforcement Reporting Movement has successfully done to track digital tobacco marketing (136). Monitoring and evaluation can be critically supported by increased public awareness, boosted by programmes to increase commercial literacy, particularly amongst youth. Changing social norms can alter the public’s perception of what are acceptable marketing processes, and therefore be powerfully supportive of regulatory processes (137). For example, in Australia, two universities invited youth citizen scientists (aged 16-25) to share examples and their perceptions of ads they see. They sent over 5000 examples of unhealthy food, alcohol and gambling advertising in a mere two-week period (138). This innovative way of facilitating collaboration between academia and youth served also as an informative exercise for researchers to understand how marketers target young people directly.

Data and behavioural privacy is a key area where children’s rights are currently being violated, allowing for harmful commercial marketing to be targeted directly at them (139). Marketing would likely be less effective and therefore less harmful if there were bans on the collection of this information from children, reducing the power of both targeted digital marketing and contextual advertising/OBA. If not a complete ban, other countries should follow the EU’s example of implementing a mandatory opt-in, rather than opt-out protocol, for all data collection, and extend this to digital behaviour collection as well in order to combat contextual advertising (140) (121).
Panel 7. Policy innovations in HFSS food marketing regulations in Latin America

Latin American countries have enacted some of the most ambitious legislation to regulate the marketing of HFSS foods and beverages. In 2020, Mexico passed stringent new HFSS foods and beverage marketing regulations as a response to the country’s high death burden associated with obesity and overweight. As of April 2021, labels on foods or beverages cannot include cartoons or animal characters to avoid targeting children, and warning labels must be placed on all products containing excess sugars, total fats, saturated fats, sodium and calories, a policy that can accompany and help strengthen marketing regulations.

In October 2021, Argentina followed in enacting one of the strongest food policy laws in the world, requiring black octagon warnings on foods and beverages with excess levels of sodium, sugar, fats and calories, as well as a prohibition of these products being advertised to children or sold on school grounds. Additionally, the law prohibits any food labels to depict pets, children’s characters, sports or children’s figures, promotions, contests or ‘surprises’, specifically aiming to reduce advertising to children and adolescents (141) (142) (143). While not yet in effect, this law is more comprehensive than Mexico’s in that it restricts a wide range of child-friendly labels, addresses the issue of child-directed marketing, and targets child-specific environments (144). As in Mexico, the parameter being used to determine which products must be labelled is the WHO/PAHO nutrient profile model (145).

As an accompaniment to stricter marketing laws, front-of-package warning labels have been adopted across Latin America since Chile first implemented food labelling laws in 2012, with Colombia, Peru and Uruguay following suit (145). Latin American countries have explicitly tied policies to the goal of reducing diet-related NCDs and achieving population health objectives – with notable learning across countries. For example, Argentina’s newly adopted marketing regulations in school environments took inspiration from lessons learned in Chile, making it impressively ‘comprehensive and systemic’ (145).

Despite some shortcomings, there have been notable successes. In Chile, evaluations show that food labels reduced the purchase of sugary beverages by 25% (146). Despite initial pushback, the food industry adapted to the laws by reducing the amount of sugar and sodium in their products to avoid having a black octagon placed on their label. There was no reported impact on jobs, salaries or production from any of the companies affected by the food policies (146). In Peru, when an evaluation showed that 70% of schools were still selling HFSS foods and beverages to children, the law was amended to prohibit the commercialisation of these products in a 200-metre radius around schools (147). Latin America’s approach to food policy has been an iterative process, exemplifying evidence-backed and responsive policymaking.

Before the law was passed, Mexico faced surmounting pressure from the US to loosen the proposed regulations so as not to hinder American food companies’ sales. The US used agreed upon terms-of-trade in the NAFTA (now replaced with the USMCA) as a mechanism to prevent Mexico from implementing these regulations (148). While the law was still passed, the US influence and lobbying against it highlights the cross-border complications of marketing regulation, even at a national level.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Commercial marketing causes multiple harms to children and young people immediately and across the life course, contributing to the global epidemic of NCDs and deteriorating mental health and well-being. Harmful commercial marketing threatens the rights of children and young people, and governments have a responsibility to protect these rights and fulfil entitlements by regulating different areas of commercial activity, including marketing. Children and young people themselves are acutely aware of the problem of harmful marketing and have contributed productively to policy discussions on this topic.

Call to action

Commercial marketing threatens human rights and is a major factor behind the global rise of NCDs, which cause 41 million deaths annually (74% of global mortality), with rising rates among children and young people in countries of all resource levels. In this policy report, we call on national policymakers to urgently enact comprehensive, robust regulation to protect children and young people from being targeted by and exposed to harmful commercial marketing, ideally extending to banning all forms of marketing of unhealthy products that can reach these groups, including in and beyond child-specific environments.

Policymakers, alongside civil society stakeholders, experts and advocates from diverse sectors, parents, and children and young people themselves should use every opportunity to speak out against harmful marketing and institute strong mechanisms of monitoring, enforcement and accountability, including by adopting strong conflict of interest policies to prevent commercial interests from interfering with policy action. When possible, national policymakers should collaborate at regional and international levels to address the transnational aspects of harmful commercial marketing.

The following recommendations aim to help policymakers to fulfil their duties and this paper’s call to action. They have been informed by a literature review, focus group discussions with children and young people, and consultations with an expert Advisory Group and people living with NCDs. In addition to national policymakers, other stakeholders such as civil society organisations, academics and advocates may find the suggestions helpful in coordinating action around harmful commercial marketing of unhealthy products across NCD risk factors, to children and young people and more broadly.
Recommendations for national policymakers

1. Promote mandatory marketing regulation over self-regulation and voluntary industry commitments, as the latter are ineffective and counterproductive.

2. Support comprehensive approaches to marketing regulation that cover the widest possible scope of ages, environments, channels, techniques, products and industries, as these are the most effective in reducing harm and protecting rights, especially when complemented with other supportive policies, such as front-of-package labelling laws based on government-led nutrient profiles; content, spending and benefits disclosure obligations by industries and advertising platforms; and certifications specifying that no benefits were received for depiction of unhealthy brands in media.

3. Ensure environments in and around schools, as well as at off-campus school events, are given special protection in marketing regulations given that school environments constitute a major source of exposure for children and young people, and that these regulations are potentially well-accepted by policymakers and the public and are feasible to implement even in low-resource settings.

4. Craft regulations to address the ‘power’ of marketing (i.e., the creative and convincing tactics that target children and young people), as this aspect of marketing is currently under-regulated.

5. Use specific definitions, technology-neutral language, and opt-in protocols for data collection to ensure regulations are not easily avoided and to reduce the need for legislative updates when new technologies emerge.

6. Plan for regular policy reviews and embedded evaluations, as companies manoeuvre quickly to overcome regulations, reformulate products, and evade attempts to control their activity.

7. Allocate sufficient funds to implement robust monitoring, evaluation and enforcement of policies and regulations, by means that may include promoting citizen participation in denouncing non-compliance via public education campaigns; directly engaging with academia, civil society and youth groups in monitoring and evaluation; designating or establishing a government body devoted to enforcement; and imposing financial penalties on violators and making reported violations public.

8. Mobilise the strong existing scientific evidence on marketing harms, and support research to build on the evidence base where it is lacking, to convince fellow policymakers, decision-makers, and other stakeholders, including media and the general public, that commercial marketing is a significant health and human rights issue.

9. Include children and young people in policymaking processes through meaningful and inclusive engagement, as is their right, by raising their awareness about harmful marketing and bringing in their perspectives via consultations, surveys, direct involvement in committees or bodies set up to address marketing, or other appropriate means.

10. Keep unhealthy commodity industries out of policy consultations, prohibiting them from also using lobbies or front groups to influence public policy by using robust conflict of interest and disclosure policies and developing and implementing transparency mechanisms around industry relations with government officials.
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## ANNEX 1
Focus group discussion participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus group session</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Home country / current residence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Hong Kong / UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Pakistan / France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written feedback</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>